In this paper, we give an example and point out that -solutions of Ekeland's variational principle are not always lower semicontinuous in infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, even with respect to the uniform metric. Further, the example shows that the -solutions need not be almost lower semicontinuous when the convergence of sequence of functions is weakened to Painlevé-Kuratowski epigraphical convergence. To provide some results of stability, we prove the almost lower semicontinuity of -solutions in a general framework.
Introduction
It is well known that Ekeland's -variational principle plays an important role in nonlinear analysis and geometry of Banach spaces, optimization theory, and multivalued differential calculus [1, 5, 11] . Solely because of the importance of the variational principles, it is necessary to study the stability of the principle. Some stability results of Ekeland's -variational principle were established by Attouch and Riahi in [4] . By scalarization or other approaches, authors established stability results for the Ekeland principle for vector-valued and set-valued maps, respectively [6, 8] . These rely on the concept of set convergence, namely Painlevé-Kuratowski, Mosco or Hausdorff convergence, and give rise to the theory of epiconvergence (when considering sets which are epigraphs of functions) [2] [3] [4] 11] .
In [4] , under a compactness condition authors proved the lower semicontinuity of -solutions of this variational principle formulated in an equivalent geometrical way (see [4, Theorem 3.3] ). Authors also proved that the compactness condition can be dropped when assuming the space X to be reflexive and the convergence assumption is reinforced to be Mosco convergence (see [4, Theorem 3.5] ). Now, an interesting question is whether -solutions of Ekeland's variational principle are lower semicontinuous when the compactness condition or the strong convergence is weakened. The major concern of this paper is to study this problem in a general framework.
First, we give an example in an infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space to show that -solutions of Ekeland's variational principle are not always lower semicontinuous when the sequence of functions converges in the sense of Painlevé-Kuratowski epigraphical convergence and the compactness assumption is dropped. In fact, once these two assumptions are rejected we might not be able to have lower semicontinuity of -solutions even though the sequence of functions converges in the sense of uniform metric convergence. Further, the -solutions need not be almost lower semicontinuous when the convergence is weakened to Painlevé-Kuratowski epigraphical convergence.
Second, we are led to study what continuity the -solutions can have in general. Based on the equivalence of Ekeland's variational principle and Phelps' extremization principle, we prove the almost lower semicontinuity of -solutions in usual metric spaces.
The equivalent formulation of Ekeland's principle
Throughout this paper, X denotes a metric space with metric d, while 2 X is the collection of nonempty subsets of X. For the sake of simplicity, we also denote by d the metric on X × R and define d ((x, a) , (y, b) 
Let us first recall Ekeland's variational principle as follows.
Ekeland's -variational principle
Given a complete metric space X, a lower semicontinuous proper function f : X → R ∪ {∞}, which is bounded from below, and > 0, this principle asserts the existence of a pointx ∈ X such that
If the previous inequality holds, we say thatx is an -solution of f , and the set of all -solutions is denoted by ext (f ).
Phelps' extremization principle
In the following we introduce an equivalent geometrical version of Ekeland variational principle. We refer to it as "Phelps' extremization principle," since it appeared for the first time, in a very closed form, in Phelps [10] .
Let X be a complete metric space and D ∈ D. Given > 0, define the partial order on X × R as in Eq. (1). Then there exists somex ∈ D such thatx is maximal in D for the partial order .
Denote the set of all maximal points of D by Ext (D) and continue to denote the set of -solutions of function f by ext (f ). Then Ext : D → 2 X×R is a set-valued mapping. Let C(X) be some set of functions on X. Then ext : C(X) → 2 X is also a set-valued mapping. For x 0 ∈ X and z ∈ D, let
Let f : X → R ∪ {+∞} be a function. Then, as usual, we denote by epi f the epigraph of f , where 
Then f : X → R ∪ {+∞} and Ekeland's -variational principle specializes to Phelps' -extremization principle and
Note that x ∈ ext (f ). We have
. By the definition of maximal element, we can deduce that (x, f (x)) ∈ Ext (epi f ).
On the other hand, given an arbitrary
According to the definition of f , we first prove that epi f = D . Take an arbitrary (x, a ) ∈ epi f . Then f (x) a < +∞ and f (x) = inf{a: (x, a) ∈ D}. Then there exists a sequence {(x, a n )} ⊂ D such that −∞ < β D a n a + 1 n . Hence there exists some subsequence of {a n }, without loss of generality, we may assume that a n → a a . It follows directly from the closeness of D and (x, a n )
On the other hand, we know f satisfies all conditions of Ekeland's -variational principle whenever D satisfies Phelps' -extremization principle. In fact, the lower semicontinuity of f is directly from epi f = D with the closeness of D , and β D > ∞ implies f is bound from below on X.
Similar to the proof in (i) above, we can prove
Stability results
Given (Z, d) a metric space, x ∈ Z, and A ⊂ Z. Let us first introduce some notions
Then H u is a Hausdorff upper hemimetric on the family of all nonempty subsets of X. Similarly we denote the Hausdorff lower hemimetric as H l (S, Q) = inf{η 0: S ⊂ B d (Q, η)}. The Hausdorff metric H is then defined by H (S, Q) = max{H u (S, Q), H l (S, Q)}. Let {D n : n ∈ N } be a sequence of subsets of X, and D a subset of X. We say {D n } converges to D in the sense of Hausdorff metric convergence if {D n } converges to D with respect to H (see [9] ).
Let us recall some other notions of set convergence, which will be used in the sequel.
We then write D = lim n→∞ D n . ∀f, g ∈ CB(X), the metrics ρ D and ρ H on CB(X) are defined by
Here, H the right of the equation denotes the Hausdorff metric on the family of nonempty and closed subsets of X.
Definition 3.4. Let X be a metric space and {f n , f : X → R, n = 1, 2, . . .} a sequence of real functions.
(i) We say that the sequence {f n } converges to f in the sense of a uniform metric if {f n } converges to f with respect to metric ρ D .
(ii) We say that the sequence {f n } Hausdorff epigraphically converges to f if {epi f n } ⊂ X × R converges to epi f with respect to the Hausdorff metric H . (iii) We say that the sequence {f n } Painlevé-Kuratowski epigraphically converges to f if {epi f n } ⊂ X × R Painlevé-Kuratowski converges to epi f .
Remark 3.2.
It is clear that uniform metric convergence of {f n } implies Hausdorff epigraphical convergence.
The concept of almost lower semicontinuity for set-valued mappings was defined by Deutsch and Kenderov [7] .
Definition 3.5. Let Y be a topological space, X be a metric space, and F : Y → 2 X be a set-valued mapping. F is said to be almost lower semicontinuous at y ∈ Y if and only if for any ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood U(y) such that
Example 3.1. Let E be some infinite-dimensional Banach space, and X = {x n } ⊂ E a sequence such that
Then X is complete.
(1) Setting m = 1, 2, . . . , we define f, f m : X → R as follows 
It follows that the set-valued mapping ext is not lower semicontinuous at f with respect to any of the three kinds of convergence. To provide some results of stability, let us first consider Phelps' extremization principle, an equivalent geometrical version of Ekeland's variational principle. 
Proof. For any ε > 0 and D
It is easy to check that S, S 1 are closed. By Phelps' -extremization principle, Ext (S) = ∅ and Ext
Then a * a 0 , b * b 0 and
On the other hand, by Eqs. (3) and (4) we have
Consequently,
That is to say Ext is almost semicontinuous at D. Moreover, observing the arbitrariness of (x * , a * ) ∈ Ext (S) and
This completes the proof. 2 
Proof. For any ε > 0, let δ = Since {D n } upper Painlevé-Kuratowski converges to D, there exists (x n , a n ) ∈ D n such that x n → x 0 , a n → a 0 . Then there exists some
Then (x 0 , a 0 ) ∈ S 0 = ∅, (x n , a n ) ∈ S n = ∅ and β 0 β D > −∞, β n β D n > −∞. It is easy to check that S n is closed for each n = 0, 1, . . . . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have Ext
Then a * n a n and for all n > N,
On the other hand, by Eq. (5), we have
That is to say Ext is almost semicontinuous at D. Moreover, similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
This completes the proof. 2
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.1. 2
Remark 3.3.
Step (2) of Example 3.1 shows that the condition that β D n → β D in Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 is indispensable.
Let us now examine the variational formulation of the above results. As shown in Proposition 2.1, Ekeland'svariational principle specializes to Phleps' -extremization principle when D = epi f . Proof. This is merely a reformulation of Corollary 3.1 (taking D = epi f and D n = epi f n ). 2
